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The Assumption and Theolo or 

My terms of referenede set forth three topics: 1) the

death of our Lady; 2) theological discussions concerning

the Assumption; 3) the Assumption as a defined doctrine.

If these topics are transposed into questions and taken

in reverse order, their unity will be immediately apparent.

The last topic is the question, Could

be defined as a matter of faith? The

the discussions of theologians, gives

our Lady's Assumption

second topic, namely,

the question, Why

,could the Assumption be defined as a matter of faith?

Finally, the first topic raises the question, Might our

Lady's death be included in a definition of the Assumption?

Could the Assumption be defined?
1

r
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The answer undoubtedly is affirmative. From the seventh

century to the present day the affirmation of the Assumption

has increased in clarity and in unanimity in the Church of

God. In the Dark Ages there existed doubts about the feet

of the Assumption and consequent obscurity regarding the

object of the Feast. 1 In the Medieval Period obscurity

was removed mainly through the influence of St. Albert the

Great, 2 while the scholarship of the Renaissance removed

the grounds of doubt that had lingered in the Liturgy from

the Dark Ages. 3 SimmexthexRansisaumme As prior to the

Renaissance the Assumption

it has not been doubted. 4 1
r',

was not denied, so since then

Finally, from 1869 to 1941
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vast numbers of petitions for the definition of the Assumption

have been addressed to the Holy See. To select the most signi-

ficant of these petitions, namely, those from residential

episcopal sees, an incomplete survey reveals that from 820

sees 1332 Patriarchs, Archbishops, and Bishops have sent 1859

petitions asking that our Lady's Assumption be defined as a
ins

matter of faith. & While thoeo leaves 299 residential episcopal

sees unrepreeented, that is, some 27% of the total, it provides

very serious grounds for expecting t }1e agreement of all the

rest.

Such a practically universal agroenent and consent both

down the centurLes and throughout the Church provides the

theologian with sufficient ground for affirming that the

Assumption can he defined. Were the !assumption not truth

but error, then one woqld have to admit what no Catholic can

admit, namely, that God has not promised preservation from
the recent petitions aye

error to the Chtnrch. e Moreover, thou7hLtLeo1ogians-appreciate
appreciated differently by theologians,
the-peeent-pei:4t 4epa-dlfgemently, it should seem that they

imply not only that the Assumption is true and certain but

also that it is definable as a matter of faith. For the

teaching office of the Qhurch is exercised by the Bishops

throughout the world; and they preponderantly affirm the

Assumption to he axmaiterx32xfaith definable as a matter of

faith. Such i s the conclusion drawn by notable theologians

in authoritative positions; 8 and while one might add quali-

fications end Teaervations with regard to this or that con-

sideration they advance, I do not see how their ultimate

conclusion oouJd effectively be reversed.
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Why can the Assumption be defined?

I thought it best to begin with the argument from

authority, first, because in matters of faith we normally

know what tuck is true before we know why it is true and,

secondly, because an initial account of theological dis-

cussions and disagreements w might easily be misleading,

for it might lend an impression of confusion and doubt

that would be quite ungrounded. The Assumption of our Lady

is one thing; the reasons, apart from the ultimate argument
is

from authority, are quite another. The former 0# proximately

a matter of faith; the latter are not; and it is with the

latter that now I have to deal.

Why, then, can the Assumption be defined2 as a matter

of faith? Evidently, the one sufficient reason for this

is that it pertains to the deposit of faith, that it is a

truth revealed by God. But in what manner is it revealed?

Is it contained explicitly in Holy Scripture? Or is it

an explicit, oral, apostolic tradition? The answer to

both these questions would seem to be negative. Very tew

have been those who claimed that the Assumption was explicitly

revealed in Scripture. 9 A more frequent contention has

been for the existence of an explicit, oral, apostolic

tradition. 10 It remains that the predominant view among
at present

theologians/is that the Assumption was revealed not explicitly

but implicitly. 11 Three very broad facts militate against

the existence of any explicit revelation either in Scripture

or in Tradition. The first is the silence of the early

centuries. The second is the diversity of views that appeared,



notably in the apocrypha, when attention first turned to

our Lady's death. 12 The third is the long persisting doubts

Maxis existing in the western Churoh, 13 of which the neat

notable found expression in the Martyrology of IIsu.ard that

was read from the ninth century to the sixteenth and advanced

that on the question of the Assumption the sobriety ofthe

March preferred pious ignorance to frivolous and apocryphal

doctrine. 14 These three broad facts of an initial period

of silence, a second period of naive speculations, and a

third period s8 in which doubts were countenanced are, on

the one hand, just what would be expected were revelation

only implicit and, on the other hand, extremely difficult

to reconcile with the existence of explicit revelation. 15

If the Assumption, then, is revealed not explicitly

but implicitly, a further question arises, namely, What is

the precise nature of the implication? This question is

the centre of theological discussion. Accordingly, I shall

set forth very summarily, first, an illustration of scrip-

tural implication, secondly, an outline of the argument

from Holy Scripture for the Assumption, thirdly, an evaluation

of the certainty of this argument and, fourthly, an account

of its sufficiency for dogmatic definition.

First, then, what is meant by a scriptural implication?

In the twenty-fourth chapter of St. Luke there occurs the

account of the two disciples who had lost faith in our Lord,

did not credit reports of his Resurrection, and so on the

first Easter Sunday set out for a town named Emmaus some sixty

furlongs from Jerusalem. As you know, a stranger fell in with

them on the way, akked the cause of their dejection, upbraided
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them for being"foolish and slow of heart to believe in all

the things which the prophets have voken" (Luke iX V; XXIV, 25) ,

and then proceeded to explain to them the Messianic prophecies

of the Old Testament. As he spoke, the faith of the faltering

disciples was enkindled anew, their hearts burned within them,

and the eyes of their understanding were opened; they began

to see in divine revelation what had been there all along,

even though previously they had not seen it. We have, then,

in this story an instance of scriptural implication. The

mystery of the Redemption through the suffering and death

of our Lord is contained in the Old Testament. But still

that mystery does not lie on the surface. To grasp it one

must, as we say, put two and two together; one must begin,
ro w+

as did our Lord with the disciples, wItt Moses and then

proceed through all the prophets; but Moses and the prophets

treated of very many things, and so from them one must select

just the right passages; finally, one has to piece together

these many passages into a single, intelligible pattern.

By this selection and piecing together there is effected

a development of understanding, an opening of the eyes of

faith, upon what had been long 'revealed but what had not,

from lack of understanding, been apprehended.

Just as our lord taught the disciples to discover in

the Old Testament the doctrine of the Redemption, so down

the ages has the Church in the development of dogma brought

forth from the deposit of faith both old things and new.

My next step, then, will be to indicate the scriptural sources

for the doctrine of the Assumption and the manner in which

one may proceed from those sources to the Assumption itself.

   
)



Scriptural sources for the doctrine of the Assumit ion

lie in the account of man's Fall through Adam and his Redemp-

tion through Christ. There are two solidarities: a first

in Adam through sin to death; a second in Christ through

death to resurrection. Adam sinned, and through his sin

death entered into the world. This death was threefold:

there was the spiritual death of the .loss of sanctifying

grace in the soul; there was the metaphorical death, the

curse of Adam, so vivid to us today in the host of the

moral and physical evils of the world; finally, there was

the material death of the grace where dust returns to dust.

Now Christ, the Son of God, knew not sin; still he died,

but only to rise again; and as he died for the remission

of sin, so he rose again to give us grace (Rom. IV, 20.

For it is\the Risen Christ that is the vitalizing spirit

of the Mystical Body, 16 and to that Body of Christ we

belong ever more fully as progressively we die r to rise

again. First, there is baptism in the death of Christ

bit which our souls rise again to lice to grace and sanctity

(itom. VI, 2 ff). Secondly, there is the metaphorical death

of mortification, in which the reign of sin over us and

in us is crushed and we live with our members as instruments

of justice unto God (Rom. VI, 11 ff). In the third place,

death is swallowed up in victory (I Cor. XV, 54) when "in a

moment, in thu twinkling of an eye,... the trumpet shall sound

and the dead shall rise again incorruptible... For this cor-

ruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put

on immortality"(ibid., 52 f). "As in Adam all die, so also

0
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in Christ all shall be made alive"(ibid., 22).

Such then is the general scheme of things. It is through

Christ the transfiguration of death, from a death of soul and

body in consequence betsin, to a dying with Christ as a prelude

to resurrection of soul and body. Nor is the resurrection of

the body merely a charming incidental, an added attraction.

Rather it is the triumphant goal to which all else proceeds

and In which all is contained., "By the envy of the devil

'death came into the world" (Wisdom II, 24) and contrariwise

it was "through death he (Christ) might destroy him who had

the empire of death, that is to say, the devil." (Hebr. II, 14)

Again, "Jesus Christ... hath destroyed death" (II Tim., I, 10)

yet because "the enemy death shall be destroyed last" (I Cor.,

XV, 26), "the expectation of the creature waiteth for the

revelation of the sons of God... For
t°4111r

r
^h

creature	 sthath,and travaileth in

we know that every

pain, even till now.

And not only it, but ourselves also, who have the fi'rstfruite

of the Spirit: even we ourselves groan within ourselves,

waiting for the adoption of the sons of God, the redemption

of our body." (Rom., VIII, 19-23) , There have been those who

found fault with St. Paul for exclaiming: If... I fought with

the beasts at Ephesus, what doth it profit me, if the dead

rise not again? Let us eat and be merry, for tomorrow we

shall die." (I Cor., XV, 32) But the emphasis of. Holy

Scripture on things spiritual is not their exclusive emphasis;

nor does our good Lord expect us, his creatures of flesh and

blood, redeemed by the flesh and blood of Christ, fed on his

fleshy and blood in the Eucharist, to look forward to a beati-

tude out of the body or to count Christ's victory over Satan

and sin complete without an eternal triumph of sense and



sensibility, of flesh and of feeling, over the miseries of

this life and the catastrophe of the grave.

Such is the general perspective presented eacplicitly to

our faith by Holy Scripture. But where in this picture

stands Mary, the Virgin blessed amongst women, the Mother of

God? As Christ rose from the dead and ascended into heaven,

was she too assumed, soul and body, into heaven? Or does
still

she/await, with sinners, the trumpet of an angel to be

summoned from death to life? If there have been Christians

who felt they had not the grounds to affirm the first alter-

native with certitude, there have been none to venture to

affirm the second. Too clearly, Mary's position is a position

of privilege: full of grace, she never for an instant was

under the dominion of Satan or. stained by sin; ever a virgin,

still she was a mother, the mother of God; and she became

a mother without the pangs of motherhood, for those pains

were the curse of Eve (Gen. III, 16) and she was blessed

amongst women (Luke I, 42) to be called blessed by all

generations (ibid., 48). Who but she could be the woman

spoken of in Genesis: "I will put emnities between thee and

the woman, and thy seed and her seed: she shall crush thy

head, and thou shalt lie m in wait for her heel." (Gen., 111,15)

But can all this be granted, and yet the Assumption be

denied? Can one say that the fruits of the Redemption

were anticipated to preserve the soul of Mary from original

sin but not anticipated to bring her body to heaven? Cam

one say that she was freed from the empire of satin, inasmuch

as that empire was sin, but not inasmuch as that empire was

death? Can one say that she adores in heaven the body to



which she gave birth yet is without the body that gave it

birth? Can one invent some metaphysical law or some principle

of divine justice that overrules the best of Sons' love for

the best of Mothers, that permits the Sacred Heart to be a

living heart but forces the Immaculate Heart to be a dead

heart, that calls a halt to privilege after the immaculate

Conception, divine maternity, and perpetual virginity, to
Ga,... .mot clukt

1106 ..1L,consign our Lady's body to the grave? j The more one thinks
twa`'d in a ' ' 1^	 about the more numerous the aspects one considers, the

eft Aa 1

f becomes the evidence and the greater its cogency.

Such then is the implication of the Assumption in the

tebchinw of Scripture. But is that implication absolutely

certain? Are not affirmative answers born more of senti-

ment or enthusiasm or loyalty than of cold logic? 17 Probability
is one thing, but certitude is quite another. Undoubtedly

there is a good case for the Assumption. One may even admit

that there is, at the .present time, an overwhelming case

fb r the Assumption; if one understands Scripture in the

manner outlined above, one cannot consider any other alter.

native; but understanding is a tricky thing, the parent of

endless theories and hypotheses that have their day and then

are relegated to the dust-bin of outmoded thought.

Thom are three steps in the answer to this difficulty.

The first is to point out that the development of Christian

doctrine is not subject to the revolutions that are part

and parcel of the development of science; the reason for this

is ultimately that the devolopment1understandin g in science
regards sensible data while the development of understanding

in Christian doctrine wegards, not sensible presentations

tf fujil
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which intellect has to raise to the order of truths, but a

divine revelation which already is in the order of truth.

The second step is to observe that in the present instance

at le&st not only the truths to be understood but also the

general lines of the understanding itself are revealed;

we do n:.t have to construct the whole picture; the whole is

something given; all that we have to do is to determine

from the shape of the whole the place to be assigned to a

part. Finally, the third and conclusive step to observe

is that the implication of the Assumption is not the fruit

of individual human understanding; the understanding that

is relevant is the understanding of man illumined 1347 faith

and moved by the grace of the Holy Spirit; it is not the

understandins of this or that man, nor of this or that age,

but of the Church; and ultimately certitude rests not upon
merely

judgment proceeding from/human understanding but upon the

judgment of the Church to whom God has promised infallibility

in matters of faith and morals.

There remains a final question. Did God reveal the

Assumption of our Lady? Can it be a matter oiffaith? We

have admitted that the Assumption was revealed not explicitly

but only implicitly. Still not every implication of Scripture,

not every conclusion theologians can spin out from Scripture,

thereby is a matter oijfaith. On the contrary, the Vatican

C 	Council is quite strict, teaching that "the doctrine of

faith, revealed by God, has not been presented to human

talent to be perfected as though it were some philosophic •

discovery; that it is has been entrusted to the Church, the

Spouse of Christ, as a divine deposit, faithfully to be
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guarded and infallibly to be declared. i 18 There does exist

a development of understanding, knowledge, end wisdom both

in individuals and in the whole Church; but it must be true

to type and without change of dogma, of meaning, or of doctrine .19

ZismaxmAms
As is apparent, there are definite limits to the develop-

ment of dogma, but for a more precise account of them we have

to go to the theologians . Here we are net with a variety

of opinions. In a recent article Fr. Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P.,

affirmed that the majority of theologians require what is

termed "formally implicit" revelation for a doctrine to be
his point appears to have been

of faith; yie-tkex-wept-ail-to-aPgae/that since the Bishops

could not in conscience follow a minority opinion, their

petitions for definition of the Assumption imply that they

consider the Assumption to be formally implied in revelation. 20

In an even more recent article Fr. Charles Balic, O.F.M. ,

advanced that to require formally implicit revelation was

to sabotage the movement for a definition of the Assumpt ior1, 21

that the commission that prepared the definition of the Immacu-

late Conception was hampered by no such criterion as formally

implicit revelation, 22 that Melchior Cano, who presumably was,

had maintained that the church could never define the Immacu-

late Conception as a matter of faith. 23 If representatives

of the Dominican and Franciscan Theological Institutes in

Rome disagree, one can quote Jesuits from either side of the

fence. In 1.930 Fr. Francis Mueller wrote a book to prove

that the Assumption was revealed implicitly and formally.

In reviewing it Fr. Adhemar d'Ales advanced that, as far as he

could see, formal implicit revelation was not necessary and,



in any case, what Fr. Mueller called "formal implication"

was no more than a virtual implication. 2bAs this disagreement

manifest as, the problem involves not only whether formal

implication is necessary for definition but also what precisely

formal implication is.

I think not a little light is thrown on this subject

if one leaves the field of contemporary theology and gm s

back to the initiators of the discussion. The original

question was whether one could belief by divine faith a

conclusion resulting syllogistically from two premises, one

of which was rovealed by God, while the other was known with

certainty by merely human science. For example, we know

from the gospel that our Lord changed water into wine at

Cana; we know from chemistry that ordinary water is largely

H20; is it, then, or could it be a matter of faith that our

Lord changed into wine what mainly was H 2O. That is a

perfectly clear question; it was given different answers.

Molina held it never could be. 26 Vasquez advanced that

already it was a matter of faith. 27 Suarez straddled:

unless it is defined, it is not; but if it were defined,

then it would be. 28 He Lugo followed Suarez. 29 John of

St. Thomas held the Church would not define a mere theological

conclusion such as the above. 2 3° The Salmanticenses agreed

with him. 31 Now the point to be observed is that this discussion

throws no doubt on the definability of the Assumption. For

the Assumption is not a theological conclusion in the sense

defined above; it depends exclusively upon divine revelation;

it draws no premises from philosophy or physics or chemistry

or biology or any other merely human depattment of knowledge.

r'531'
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On the contrary, the argument outlined above fort he Assump-

tion meets exactly the requirements of the rigorous school

as ropsesented by John of St. Thomas. 32

But if this is so, why is there the contemporary dis-

agreement? I should say that it is occasioned by a shift

of view_peint. In the seventeenth century the bits ie issue

was an accurately defined thoolo;ical conclusion which

was called a virtual implication. In contemporary eritera

the foreground is occupiers with an account of formal impli-

cation and for reasons, which are not our present concern,

hard-headed and clear accounts of formal implication are

not broad enough to fit the facts3 3while loose and obscure , 	 3
cf ►!. b 	 drd iog.	 rP.c isswt.-.•

accounts of formal implication^

• :e.+. • .t. 11•r • If one wishes to

go to the root of this theological problem, one has to

get beyond conceptualism and give a central role in thought

to the act of understanding. But I see no reason wig/ the

definition of the Assumption should be delayed until this

problem in speculative teleology is solved. 35

Our Lady's Death.

If our Lady died, then she died at some determinate

place and time; she died from some assignable cause; and one

would expect that there were witnesses of the event. But

contemporary documentary evidence is totally lacking. Nor

do the Fathers add much to our information. Her death was

mentioned incidentally as an assured matter effect, certainly

by Saints Ephraem and Augustine, probably by St. Ambrose,

0,
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perhaps Ease by St. Gregory of Nyasa. 36 There are dubious

suggestions that she was thought never to have died in St.

Epiphanies and In a sermon by Timothy of Jerusalem. 37 On

the other hand, the apocrypha, which began to be compiled

towards the end of the fifth century, 38 take the death of

our Lady as the central fact of their narrations. Further,

at the end of the sixth century veneration was paid to our

Lady's tomb at Jerusalem though when that veneration began

we hardly know. s9 In subsequent centuries Fr. Martin Jugie

has unearthed two writers whose words might possibly taken

to express a doubt or denial of our Lady's death. 40 On the

other hand, Fr. Jugie has run to ground an alleged list of

theologians supposed to have denied her death; it turns out

that the list never existed. 41 All in all, until one reaches

the speculations of Canon Arnaldi in the nineteenth century,

an unmistakable denial of our Lady's death does not seem to

have been found.

These speculations cannot be allowed any weight. They

are to the effect that Adam, because he was created in grace,

had the privilege of immortality; similarly, since our Lady

was conceived immaculately, she had either the privilege

itself or, in Fr. Jugie's modification, the right to the privi-

lege of immortality. The summary answer is that privileges

are freely bestowed. 42 The fuller answer is contained in

three statements: one may grant that Fr. Jugie establishes

an abstract possibility that our Lady did not die; in the

second place, such abstract possibilities are not very relevant

to matters of fact; in the turd place, the Church has not

doubted that our Lady did die and that agreement is final
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for the theologian.43I need not add that the scientific his-

torian would not think of asking whether a human being who

lived nineteen centuries ago has died.

But there is a further quest ion, Is the death of our

Lady capable of definition along with the Assumption? On

this issue the recent petitions already mentioned offer

nothing decisive. Out of 3017 petitions of what may be

termed the teachers of in the Church, 2344 do not mention

the issue, 5 seem to doubt our Lady's death, 24 seem to

affirm her death but do not do so clearly, 434 (including

264 residential bishops) affirmed that our Lady died, do

not wish her death defined but rather placed in a preambulatory

argument or exposition; finally, 212 (including 154 residential

bishops) wish her death included in the definition itself

of the Assumption.44

Theological opinion reveals a parallel division. Fr.

Bali; argues that the death of OUT Lady could be defined as

a dogmatic fact in virtue of its connection with the doctrine

of the Assumption as that doctrine has been understood by

the Church. 45 Other theologians, while not disputing such

a position as Fr. Bali& ' s and while casting no doubt whatever

on the fact of our Lady's death, insist on the point that

the Assumption does not ma km necessarily presuppose the

death of our Lady (she can be in heaven body and soul, even

though her soul never was separated from her body); they

further oint out that the arguments for the Assumption and

for the death of our Lady are distinct, that they differ in

character, in their dap guarantees of certitude, in the

manner in which they could be objects of faith; in consequence

.^...^...^,—^,^.	 .	r
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•

t	 they favor a simple affirmation of. our Lady's death and devote

their efforts to showing that the Assumption itself, taken

in a rigorous sense, could be defined as an eh ject of faith.
46

This $ecrnd view suffers fr.orl a certain complexity; on the

other hand, it is content with a minimum with which, at present,

all could agree.

In conclusion I recapitulate what has been said. The

Assumption of our Lady to heaven could be defined as a dogma

of divine and catholic faith. Though not explicitly revealed
w^ cfrt fuck

in Holy Scripture nor, as far as we know, in any explicit,
A

oral, apostolic tradition, still it is revealed implicitly.

That implication is grasped as human understanding illumined

by faith and aided by grasp grace penetrates the economy

of roan's Fall and Redemption and settles our Lady's place

in it. That implication is certain because of the long-

standing and widespread agreement existing in the Church.

That implication is certainly not a theological conclusion

in the classical sense, for it is grasped without appealing

to any merely h maii science as a premise; whether one chooses

•to name it a formal or a virtual implication will depend on

one's definition of these terms; but the manner one chooses

to define those terms will not alter the one important fact,

that the implication of the Assumption is of the tLrpe that

has sufficed for previous dogmatic definitions. Finally,

doubts abo _,t; the fact of our. Lady's death are unjustified;

whether, however, our Lady's death should. be asserted as

a preamble or included in a definition, are points on which

theological thought has, as yet, not crystallized.
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when he concluded a rather unsatisfactory article with the

remark: "... Qvitons, en toute hypoth Āse, de parlor ou

d' ēorire comme oft noxs voulions obtenir de 1V Aglise, ou

comme si 1 1 kgLiso e1le-4ne envisages it, de sanct ionner,

sur le plan de lihistoire, une doctrine comma renontant a

li ^ge a; osto:lique, alors quo toute base his toriqu.e sonde,

^ parlor huntnizle_ner -,t, s©mble lui faire dēi'a ut." I;'ph. theol.

lovan., 23(194'7) , 35. The argument that the later consent'

of the Church presupposes the previous existence of an

explicit, oral, apostolic tradition is valid only on the

erroneous supposition that there is no such thing as implicit

revelation or the development of dogma, B. Druwe denies

that any nugget of tradition is to be extracted f rom the

apocrypha, Rect. Sc. Rel. , 33(1946) , 473. A. Rush suggests

that the apocrypha may exhibit the first attempts to formu-

late Christian thot ght on the death of Mary; he denies that

they prosuPi.ose necessarily some apostolic or patristic 	1
tradition, Arp. EcoL. Rey., 116(1947), 29 f. Stn SEE O.^a11U,	 it ,o. *La ,

16) I Cor., XV, 45. On this and connected matter, see Prat,

La th olot*ie de S. Paul, ed. 17, Paris 1933, 71113 11, 250-54,

66-77, 203-141.

17) The question is raised by J. Coppens, Eph. theol. lova31.,

23(1947) , 20. 11. Lennerz cuts various theological arguments

down to probability, Do Beata Virgine, Rome 1939, 101-111..

M. Jugie denies eff icaoy to arguments other than the one he

invented, op. cit., 626, 638, 641, 647. The elementary

point to be born in mind -- it does seem to be overlooked

is that o)ttr uncdorel;and1n8 of the mystery of the Redemption

cannot be perfect arid cannot yield the 7 type of necessary
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Implication familiar from metaphysics or mathematics; this

is no less than the doctrine of the Vatican Council, Sees.,

III, cap. 4, DB 1796. A further point to be noticed is
an

that it is not th /implication as such but the affir-ration

of an implication that is true or False, certain or .loan

probable; this distinction underlies the distinction drawn

by John of St. Thomas (see note 32) between the inforenco

made by human intellect and the affirmation made 197 x•ith

the assistance of the Holy Spirit.

18) Vatican Council, Seem. III, cap. 4, DB 1800.

19) ibid.: "Cre scat IgItur... et multum veherienterqu.e pro..

ficiat, tarn sin_rgulorum quam omnium, tam unius horinis c;uam

toti.as Ecclesiae, aetatum ac saeculorum gradibus, intelli-

gentia, sciontla, sapientia: sed in suo dumtaxat genere, am

in eodem scilicet dogmate, eodem sensu, eademque sententia."

20) An yol is um fiiktlit4 ; 22(1945), 70 cf.  68. On the seine

point see also F. S. Muelle r, Gregorianum 27(1946), 130 ff.

21) Antonianiun 21(1946), 16.

	

22)	 ibid., 20 ff.

	

• 23)	 Ibid. , 53.

24) F. S. Mueller, Origo divino..aeostolictl doctrinal-8 eves.

tiox I Beatissimae VirZinia ad glori am caeleatem Quoad Corous
'

Oeniponte 1930.

25) Rech. Sc. Rel., 21(1931), 240 f.

	

26)	 In 7,m., q. 1, a. 2, (lisp. 1 et 2. I cite Lennerz, De

Virtutibus Theolo,r icis, Rome 1938, p. 81. The old writers

did not, of course, discuss the example given in the text

but the equivalent uhomo ©st r13ibilis."
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^
	

27)	 In Im. , diKp. 5, a. 3. Lennerz, ibid.

28) De Fide, Di Ūp. III, sect . xi, nn. 1, 6, 7, 11; Paris 1868,

XII, 95 ff, ,

29) De Fide, Disp. I, sect. xiii, 51, nn. 261, 269 t".; Paris

1891, r, 123 ff.

30) In Im., disp. 2, c. 4. Rd. So1osme, I, 357 ff.

31) De Fide, disp. I, dub. iv, 64, 6, 7, nn. 124, 139 ff.,

143 ff., Paris 1879, tom. X I.

32) loc. cit., f,10, p. 360: "Respor?detur noge.rido luod pro-

positiones de finitae ab Ecclesiae non sirt immediate reve-

ln.tne a Deo: licet revelatio illtr Jim 9it Lm,clicita at

occulta, at ideo per d lscuraum attine*atur, et eodo:n discursu

Ecc1.F sia disponat 4t ,iraepa rot ipsa;n irtgrais itionem veritntiaj

tamen cum venitear ad diffinitiorrern, diec.iratrg Ipso at disputatio

humanno mode facta non est ratio defin3.ondi at aredendi, sed

via v isu,n est Sp:!r ^.t!ii snncto: non guidon] de novo revolanti

i11am vorit,nter.i, sed occu'.ta;n revela-'tionem facto= illuminanti,

et manif.tistfrnti leTitin:urn s6nsu.-rr oecu].tun; luxta quod dieitur

( Luc. XXIV, 45) , quod Dominus a Deruit sens= disc i:.ulis, rzt

ir.tellieornnt Scr. ietura.s, et ad hoc promisit Spirittuu Sanctum

Ecclesiae ui-, docoret Mara ornnezn verihQter.r. Et 3.10 per auetori-

tatem Ecclesine var.l.ras immediate reve:=.ata transit mb occu.lta

ad ynnni*'e stem, non a revelata mediate r=d revolatran immediate."

33) Such a herd-headed account is repvesented b;; the list

of forme' implications as defirrItion in_ tzie ciofir•_©ci, essential

physical parts in the whole, particular- proposition in the

universe', conclusion in its premises. Ler.nerz, De Virtutibus 

Theolo î eis, Rome 1938, p. 67. In his De Beata Yirlelne, Rome
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P

1939, the same author recallsells has criteria (p. 101), shows

the difficulties of certainty re,Tami in? the Assumption as

revealed (101-9), and finally proposes as possible solutions

that the As$U.unpti^n was retrealod Implicitly in the corporeal

interrit.y explicitly revealed. as pert eturl virginity, or again

as part of the victory nR ove:^ Satan explicitly revealed

with re t ard to sin, implic1t;ly iiith retard to dc9ath (p. 110 f.).

It would seem, then, that the Assumption is an essontial. ,

physical part of a kind of corporeal integrity that includes

the Assumption o1 of a victory over Satan.

34) It has been mRinta ined t' -.at the Assumption is a conclusion

following from two o,-:pl ic3.tly r.c*vo-nled premises and therefore

itself roveele'. formally end. implicitly. See R. Garrigou-

LatranF;e, An,'elicuum 22(1945), 71. f . With regard to the

putative sylloism so offered one can only say that the conolueion

does not follow from the premise s; and if the promises are

ffiegifea so !nog i.f led that the conclusion does follow rif oroasly,

then tho promises will be found x1ot to he formally and explicitly

revealed.

35) Fr. Belie , Ant on it nam. 21( 1946), 10, ex yresses the same

p

	

	 view. Fr. Mueller, G „e^yorir^n^:rn 27(1 46), 132, comas round

to it.

36)	 Sea Jurie , op. cit.,   59-7 0.

3?)	 ibid., 70 ff., 7'7 f f. Also Faller, ,or. tit,. 27 ff., 33 ft.
D

38)	 Jugie, op. cit., p. 109.

39) ibi.d., 681 ff. Also Fe nor, cp. cit., pp. 44 -60.

40) In the etittltxa ei^'ZtY: cont)ry, 'Pusaredus; in the fourteenth,

Francis of Mayron; Juz?ie , op.c3t. , pp. 275, 402.

f



Notes '1

41)	 This list attributed. tc> Mmeedo is mentioned by Lepioier,

Rt_AULANELTL20111.15121.11, NIrls no dote but after Aug. 1901,

p. 251; by Be Finrn,T, DTC,	 2128. Soo hullo, 0p. P . 515.

42) ,P. Charles, Noqv.  so',,. Thrloi., 69(1947) , 885. More fully,
Belie, Antoniantm, 21 1946). 45-53.

43)' Lennern, Do Yioata ^l^.r^^tn©  none 1939, p. 59.

44;)	 Hentrieh -- do Boots, op 	II, 715 ff. I am citing

from Mueller. , lre ;o i:num 27 (1946), 122.

45) Antonianum, 21(1946), 5.3If.

46) This DI sition advance 1)y (dueller, Ori=;o dinto  div1nv-

aroatolica..., Innsbruck 1934, seems to have been adopted

in the theses defended rtt th© Pontifical Gregorian University

on the occasion mentioned nbDve, note 11.
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